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KÉRCHY ANNA 

UUUNNNIIITTT   222...   GGGOOOTTTHHHIIICCC   FFFIIICCCTTTIIIOOONNN   IIINNN      TTTHHHEEE   RRROOOMMMAAANNNTTTIIICCC   PPPEEERRRIIIOOODDD         

IIINNNTTTRRROOODDDUUUCCCTTTOOORRRYYY   QQQUUUOOOTTTEEESSS   
“When thinking of the Gothic novel, a set of characteristics springs readily to 

mind: an emphasis on portraying the terrifying, a common insistence on archaic 

settings, a prominent use of the supernatural, the presence of highly stereotyped 

characters and the attempt to deploy and perfect techniques of literary suspense 

are the most significant. Used in this sense, ‘Gothic’ fiction is the fiction of the 

haunted castle, of heroines preyed on by unspeakable terrors, of the blackly 

lowering villain, of ghosts, vampires, monsters and werewolves.” (David Punter. 

The Literature of Terror - A History of Gothic Fictions) from 1765 to the present 

day.  London: Longman 1996.) 

 

“In literature, the word Gothic normally refers to the kind of work that seeks to 

create an atmosphere of mystery and terror through pronounced mental horror. 

Applied to fiction in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the primary and 

constant element of the term is terror or horror – terror suggesting frenzy and 

horror suggesting perception of something incredibly evil or repellent.” (G.R. 

Thompson.: Poe’s Fiction. Romantic Irony in the Gothic Tales) 

 

“[…] inner evil is projected outward, but in such a manner that it will ultimately 

be apprehended as lurking in the shadows within us.” (Elizabeth Mac Andrew: 

The Gothic Tradition in Fiction) 

 

“[…] the modern muse will see things in a higher and broader light. It will realize 

that everything in creation is not humanly beautiful, that the ugly exists beside the 

beautiful, the unshapely beside the graceful, the grotesque on the reverse of the 

sublime, evil with good, darkness with light. […] All things are connected.”  

(Victor Hugo: Preface to Cromwell) 

 

EXERCISE No1: COLLECT the adjectives from the above quotes to get an idea 

about the major defining features of Gothic fiction. What sort of atmosphere do 

they suggest?      FIND AN ANSWER AT THE END OF THE UNIT 

AAAIIIMMM   OOOFFF   TTTHHHIIISSS   UUUNNNIIITTT:::   The unit provides an overview of the most significant features of 

Gothic fiction focusing on representative novels of the genre, including the emblematic 

Frankenstein, and complementing the literary examples with visual and musical ones.    

KKKEEEYYY   WWWOOORRRDDDSSS   &&&   TTTOOOPPPIIICCCSSS:::      gothic fiction=horror+romance, uncanny, hesitation, literary 

suspense, the other, the monster within,  the lure of the supernatural, horror/terror/female 

gothic, a literature of excess, antiquated spaces, atmospheric condition, sensationalism, mock 

documentarism, pseudo-sciences, villainous patriarch, damsel-in-distress, Wandering Jew, 

monstrous female imagination, predictable unpredictability 

KKKEEEYYY   AAAUUUTTTHHHOOORRRSSS:::  Horace Walpole, Anne Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis, Charles Maturin, 

Mary Shelley 

CCCOOOMMMPPPUUULLLSSSOOORRRYYY    RRREEEAAADDDIIINNNGGG:::  Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein    
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IIINNNTTTRRROOODDDUUUCCCTTTOOORRRYYY   IIILLLLLLUUUSSSTTTRRRAAATTTIIIOOONNNSSS(Source: Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain)    

   
Visual illustration of the Counter-Enlightenment fascination with dark fantasies 

Gillray, James. "Tales of Wonder." satirical print of Ladies Reading The Monk, 1802. 

Goya, Francesco.  "The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters" (1797-98). 

 

 
An iconic image of Romanticism and Gothic horror, Swiss-English painter Henry Fuseli’s 

Nightmare (1782) was exhibited in 1782 at the Royal Academy of London where it 

simultaneously shocked and fascinated the public with its nightmarish representation of dark 

passions and dreads dwelling in the unconscious realm. The picture portrays a beautiful 

woman deep asleep, bathed in bright light but surrounded by ominous darkness, stretched 

across her bed, her head hanging down, with a demonic, apish, incubus crouching on her chest 

and a black mare with glowing eyes and flared nostrils awaiting by her feet. The painting 

constituted an enigma, because it had no moralizing intent, mythical inspiration, or spiritual 

agenda. It is often regarded as a precursor of late 19th-early 20th century psychoanalytical 

theoretization of dreams and unconscious processes. Allegedly, Freud had a copy of the 

painting in his office. The picture resonates with a passage from Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein 

“She was there, lifeless and inanimate, thrown across the bed, her head hanging down, and her 

pale and distorted features half covered by hair.” The ominous counter-Enlightenment 

message of the picture suggests that light (of reason) cannot penetrate nor explain the darker 

sides of human psyche. 

 

EXTRACURRICULAR RESEARCH: Can you think of any contemporary 

horror/thriller film imagery reminiscent of the pictures above? HINT: Compare 
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with Fuseli’s painting the poster at www.imdb.com for Ken Russell’s film Gothic, 

a cinematic homage to the creation story of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. 

   
AAA   DDDEEEFFFIIINNNIIITTTIIIOOONNN   OOOFFF   TTTHHHEEE   GGGEEENNNRRREEE   OOOFFF   GGGOOOTTTHHHIIICCC   FFFIIICCCTTTIIIOOONNN___         

Gothic Fiction is a literary genre distinguished by a combination of horror and 

romance. The effect of this dark romantic mode feeds on the fusion of calculated corporeal 

reactions of terrified shivers and sentimental tears. In line with the counter-Enlightenment 

trend of Romanticism, Gothic fiction turns away from the mimetic novelistic representation of 

modern life and the empiricism of scientific revolution and shifts its attention towards 

obscure, mysterious, ominous, superstitious aspects of existence, mingled by a “misty eyes 

nostalgia for the medieval past and barbaric energies” (Roberts 21). The readers found 

pleasure in the predictability of the unpredictable plotline, a compound of the unknown and 

the familiar (the revenant coming back to haunt the living is a major trope, someone who used 

to be familiar is now clearly different). The joys of extreme emotions, the thrills of 

fearfulness, and the awe of the sublime offered an affectively charged, embodied interpretive 

experience. (The genre also provided metafictional, metaimaginative insights on the 

functioning of the readers’ psyches under critical conditions.) Gothic fiction is fundamentally 

fuelled by the feel of hesitation, Tzvetan Todorov called a par excellence feature of the 

literary fantastic mode, when readers can dwell in the perverse pleasure of uncertainty.  

 

A passage from major Gothic author Ann Radcliff’s Mysteries of Udolpho. A 

Romance Interspersed with Some Pieces of Poetry (1794) illustrates the atmospheric 

condition, the mood-creating tone of the genre that gave contemporaries calculated chills.  

 

Blanche, revived by this assurance, again indulged a pensive pleasure, as she 

watched the progress of twilight gradually spreading its tints over the woods and 

mountains, and stealing from the eye every minuter feature of the scene, till the 

grand outlines of nature alone remained. Then fell the silent dews; and every wild 

flower and aromatic plant that bloomed among the cliffs breathed forth its 

sweetness; then, too, when the mountain-bee had crept into its blossomed Led, 

and the hum of every little insect that had floated gaily in the sun-beam, was 

hushed, the sound of many streams, not heard till now murmured at a distance. 

The bats alone, of all the animals inhabiting this region, seemed awake; and, 

while they flitted across the silent path, which Blanche was pursuing, she 

remembered the following lines, which Emily had given her: TO THE BAT From 

haunt of man, from day's obtrusive glare, Thou shroud'st thee in the ruin's ivy'd 

tow'r. 

 

“The progressing twilight shedding its tints”, “the long billows of vapour” partially 

hindering the sight and living ground for the reimagination of the surroundings, a subjective, 

affectively charged reconstruction of nature create “mysteries in the air.” These mysteries are 

augmented by dark secrets of the past and a crisis in the present which are located in a typical 

scenery.  

 

EXERCISE No2: WATCH the first 10 minutes of Prof. David Punter’s lecture on Gothic 

Fiction and try to summarize his explanation for the Romantic fascination with antiquated 

spaces https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdgDoT8LJaM  

 

http://www.imdb.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdgDoT8LJaM
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The name Gothic refers to the (pseudo)medieval buildings, the antiquated spaces in 

which many of these stories take place: old castles with dark caverns, dungeons, labyrinthine 

passageways, haunted houses, enchanted forests, graveyards and moonlit crypts, the urban 

underworld and decaying storehouses, hidden laboratories, dark alleyways and backdoors. 

Many of the gothic horrors were banished beyond the home’s boundaries to keep the safe 

limits and preserve a conservative status quo suggesting that these horrendous affairs would 

never happen here to us, but belong to fantasies of ‘far away and long ago’. Evil deeds 

committed by tyrannical Spanish inquisitors, lustful Italian brigands, bloodthirsty German 

robbers, or the unsocialised French mob reflect fears associated with the foreign unknown. 

According to David Punter, in “the literature of terror, the middle class displaced the hidden 

violence of the present social structures, conjured them up as past, and promptly fell under 

their spell.” This temporal confusion of present anxieties projected on the past, and past 

secrets coming back to haunt the present are characteristic of the Gothic. 

These stereotypical sites are peopled by stock characters: damsels in distress, 

mysterious or decaying maternal figures, femmes fatales, tyrannical patriarchs, hideous 

villains, chivalric heroes, magical supernatural beings, ghosts, spectres, fallen angels, 

monsters, doubles, mad scientists. Many shape-shifting of deceitful figures are believed to 

reflect the protean nature of the genre. Gothic novels often tackle sensationalist themes 

which involve the violent disintegration of traditionally stable family units by traumatizing 

crimes like incest, matricide, patricide, moral and legal transgressions. EA Poe’s gloomy tale 

“The Fall of the House of Usher” (1839) fuses themes of the corruption of the family by 

hereditary disease and moral corruption, the maddening of the mind, and the decay of 

ancestral mansion’s architectural structure: as the incestuous relation between Roderick and 

Madeline Usher and the unforgivable sin of a burying Madeline alive come to light, Roderick 

loses his sanity and along with his nervous breakdown the house literally cracks, shatters into 

fragments, and collapses into the lake that mirrors the ominous mansion. The combination of 

the disintegration of the family, of reason, and of the house also illustrates why Gothic was 

coined by Fred Botting, the most prominent literary critic of the genre a literature of excess. 

Echoing the era’s aesthetic ideal (embraced by the Graveyard poets, landscape painters like 

Friedrich or Turner, and philosophers such as Burke and Kant) the Gothic opted for the 

awesome and terrifying sublime, the masculine magnificence of a raging ocean at night time, 

a misty mountain chasm or an erupting volcano instead of the Classist ideal of the more 

effeminate beauty of a well-tended garden or a calm lake reflecting the light of the sun. 

Sharply opposed to the Enlightenment worldview’s insistence on human reason’s 

capacity to master reality, Gothic novels are preoccupied with the themes of madness, mental 

derangement, confused remembrance (the feeling of déja vu, jamais vu, hidden or forgotten 

secrets of the past haunt, dark prophecies, superstitious precognitions), and cognitive 

dissonance (the Freudian uncanny or unheimlich, when repressed psychic contents which 

were supposed to remain hidden come to light, and suddenly something familiar appears as 

unknown or radically unknowable, or on the contrary something unfamiliar gives the 

impression that we have already encountered it before, in a distant undefinable past.) In line 

with the ambiguity characterising Romanticism, mysterious occurences were often presented 

in a mock-documentarist manner.  

 

EXTRACURRICULAR RESEARCH: To explore the literary technique of integrating ‘lost 

and found documents,’ letters, newspaper cuttings within fictional narratives meant to testify 

the veracity of fantastic events: see Chatterton and the Rowley forgeries in Unit1, focus on 

mockuments in Shelley’s Frankenstein, Stoker’s Dracula, Poe’s Arthur Gordon Pym and a 
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continuation of this tradition in the ‘found footage horror film’ genre. How can you sum up 

the similarities? 

 

Predictable Gothic plotlines produced a “nation of knowing readers” (Lynch) and 

enjoyed an immense popularity. 38% of all published novels belonged to this genre. This 

commodified astonishment is commonly assumed to have anticipated 20th century 

popular/mass culture. Others ridiculed the social irresponsibility and the unoriginal, 

formulaic, repetitive nature of the genre coined “a cheap trash of circulating libraries”. 

Historical novelist Walter Scott summed up the gist of the Gothic plotline as follows: “a castle 

with its eastern wing long uninhabited, and the keys lost, secret and mysterious associations 

of Rosycrucians and illuminati, with all properties of black cowls, caverns, daggers, and dark 

lanterns.” Indeed the stories of the most popular Gothic novels might sound today ridiculously 

simplistic because of their absolute disrespect of requirements of credibility.  

   

EXERCISE No3: LISTEN to Franz Schubert’s 1814 adaptation of Goethe’s poem, Erlking.   

erlking-full.mp3
How does the Gothic theme of the death of a child assailed by a supernatural 

being gain musical manifestation? To find potential answers and learn more on “Sounds of 

Horror. The Gothic in Classical Music” read Joseph Camilleri’s article in Corymbus. 2016.  

http://corymbus.co.uk/sounds-of-horror-the-gothic-in-classical-music/  

 

RRREEEPPPRRREEESSSEEENNNTTTAAATTTIIIVVVEEE   NNNOOOVVVEEELLLSSS   
Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto (1764) commonly regarded as the first 

Gothic novel merged medievalism, terror, and sensationalist romance centred on 

dysfunctional families, sinful desires, and ominous prophecies in a style that proved to be 

highly influential of the genre. The anonymous first edition, in line with the popular mock-

documentary tradition, presented itself as the (fake) translation of a (fake) 12th century story 

by a (fake) medieval author. The preface contained an apology for the supernatural events 

including miracles, visions, necromancy, and dreams) but it also suggested a self-knowing 

celebration of anarchic imaginative possibilities enabling the novel’s making. The novel 

located in Southern Italy tells the story of lord Manfred and his family terrified by the ancient 

prophecy “that the castle and lordship of Otranto should pass from the present family, 

whenever the real owner should be grown too large to inhabit it”. The conflicts are initiated 

by a supernatural event, Conrad, Manfred’s sickly son is crushed to death on his wedding day 

by a gigantic helmet falling down on him from above. Manfred fears that this inexplicable 

happening might be signalling the realization of the ancient prophecy and to evade his destiny 

he decides to marry Conrad’s bride Isabella himself while divorcing his wife who failed to 

give him a proper heir. Isabella flees the villainous tyrant Manfred aided by the portrait of a 

forefather coming alive to beckon Manfred away, friar Jerome and young Theodore (who is 

recognised by a marking below his shoulder as Jerome’s son) and a mysterious foreign knight 

who turns out to be her old father (who falls in love with Manfred’s daughter Matilda and 

makes a deal with him to marry each other’s daughters). Thinking his own daughter is 

Isabella, Manfred accidentally stabs her when she is meeting her beloved Theodore. 

Heartbroken Theodore turns out to be rightful prince of Otranto, he marries Isabella as the 

only person who can understand his sorrows. Manfred is left to repent, he confesses his 

crimes and devotes himself to religious life. 

http://corymbus.co.uk/sounds-of-horror-the-gothic-in-classical-music/
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Horace Walpole is also famous for Strawberry Hill House, a villa near London he 

had rebuilt in Gothic style that was an architectural prefiguration of the 19th century Gothic 

revival.    

Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) is another quintessential Gothic 

romance. Even Scott who spoke very derogatively of the genre praised Radcliffe for her 

“superlative skills in the rendition of visual, natural landscapes” and humans’ mysterious 

kinship with nature, as well as “her deft manipulation of the experience of terror, horror, and 

wonder.” In her posthumously published essay “On the Supernatural in Poetry” (1826) 

Radcliffe explained her preference for anxious psychological suspense instead of bodily gore, 

terror instead of horror, an omnipresent sense of mystery instead of fast-paced actions, and 

vague hints at ghostly activity instead of explicit manifestations of the supernatural. Radcliffe 

became the most highly paid professional writer of the 1790s (in an age when an author 

received an average of £10 for a manuscript, her publishers bought the copyright for The 

Mysteries of Udolpho for £500). She also became canonised as a major artist of the female 

Gothic genre (a term coined in the 1970s by feminist literary critic Ellen Moers). In her dark 

stories, the sufferings and struggles of orphaned and innocent young heroines who attempt to 

flee the abuses of evil and violent patriarchs, 

malevolent male villains represent the experiences of 

women within the oppressive patriarchal social 

structure. The heroine’s imprisonment in a castle’s 

underground cellar or dark dungeon is a powerful 

metaphor for women’s domestic incarceration, legal 

deprivations, lack of political rights, and confinement 

within marriage, maternity, of tight-laced feminised 

embodiment. They reflect women’s fear of patriarchal 

oppression, demonization of her own self-mutilating 

self-censorship. 

In Mysteries of Udolpho Emily St Aubert must 

survive the death of her parents, the machinations of 

an evil uncle, Signor Montoni, an Italian brigand who 

tries to trick her out of her inheritance and traps her in 

a gloomy castle where she must face supernatural 

terrors. After many frightening and coincidental events 

happen in the castle, Emily flees with the help of her 

secret admirer, returns to the estate of her aunt, takes control of the property and is reunited 

with her beloved Valancourt with whom she shares a mystical love of Nature. Emily’s 

misfortunes mark the origin of a feminist literary consciousness and have influenced many 

significant women writers from Mary Shelley to the Bronte sisters, who were all impressed by 

the “prolonged quasi erotic suspense of the heroine’s predicament” (Roberts), the relentless 

will of the heroine fighting the patriarchal antagonists, and the powerful landscapes (grottos, 

waterfalls, and woods) which counterbalanced the (faux)antiquated settings.  

 

Click twice to watch POWERPOINT of the original illustrations from the classic Gothic 

novels discussed in this chapter (source of images: Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain) 

 

The Mysteries of Udolpho’s Gothic style was parodied in Jane Austen’s novel 

Northanger Abbey (written in 1798 and published in 1818) in which the gothic affinity was a 

sign of the immaturity, and naive credulousness of the young impressionable heroine. The 

seventeen year old bookworm heroine’s overactive imagination is agitated after her reading 

Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho
(1794) 
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Radcliffe’s novel, she begins to suspect dark mysteries in every corner of the abbey where she 

lives, and misinterprets her friends and acquaintances as Gothic villains and victims, until she 

must realise that reality eventually might be more down-to-earth and less mystery-ridden than 

in her favourite books.  

 

EXTRACURRICULAR EXERCISE: For an example for the continuation of the female 

gothic tradition read Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper” (1892) that 

criticised the patriarchal medical institutions’ mistreatment of women suffering from post-

partum depression by the famed rest cure that condemned women to utter passivity, forbid 

them intellectual exercise like reading, and hence drove them to madness. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1952/1952-h/1952-h.htm  

 

Matthew Lewis’ The Monk: A Romance (1796) is an example of the male Gothic 

specialised in horror, explicit violence, scandalous themes, and quasi pornographic intensities 

(one can contrast with the more allusive terror effects of the female gothic writerly mode). In 

18th century Madrid, Ambrosio a formerly virtuous cleric succumbs to the temptation of 

beautiful Matilda, an agent of Satan who seduces him in the guise of a monk, he commits 

violent sexual transgressions, assisted by demons he gets involved in the rape and murder of 

the innocent Antonia, and to escape execution he signs away his soul in his own blood in a 

pact he makes with the devil. In the end the devil informs Ambrosio that the women he killed, 

Elvira and Antonia were his mother and sister respectively, the devil satisfies Ambrosio’s 

wish and releases him from prison but lets eagles rip him apart and drop him on sharp rocks 

where he dies in agony, and his corpse is washed into a river. Charles Maturin’s Melmoth 

The Wanderer (1820) discusses a slightly similar theme, inspired by the mythical themes of 

the Faustian pact with the devil and that of the Wandering Jew: a scholar sells his soul to 

Satan in exchange for prolonging his life with an extra 150 years and searches in vain for 

someone he could tempt into damnation by making take over the pact for him. 

 

EXTRACURRICULAR RESEARCH ACTIVITY: For further readings in Gothic 

subgenres check the following notions:       horror/terror gothic, female gothic, homely gothic, 

urban gothic, historical gothic, lesbian gothic, children’s gothic   

How do they deviate from the Gothic origins? 

 

MMMAAARRRYYY   SSSHHHEEELLLLLLEEEYYY:::   FFFRRRAAANNNKKKEEENNNSSSTTTEEEIIINNN,,,   OOORRR   TTTHHHEEE   MMMOOODDDEEERRRNNN   PPPRRROOOMMMEEETTTHHHEEEUUUSSS   (((111888111888)))      
MMMAAARRRYYY   SSSHHHEEELLLLLLEEEYYY’’’SSS   BBBIIIOOOGGGRRRAAAPPPHHHYYY   
Mary Shelley (née Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin) came from an illustrious family. Her 

mother, Mary Wollstonecraft (1797-1851) was a novelist, educational writer, proto-feminist 

philosopher, and a propagandist for the rights for women. Her most famous works, Thoughts 

on the Education of Daughters (1787) and A Vindication of the Rights of Women: With 

Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects (1792) made pleas for the fundamental change in 

society’s perception of the function, place, and potential of women. Women were treated as 

second-rate citizens in era; they did not have the right to vote, to attend public education, to 

inherit, or to occupy the public sphere in any ways. Wollstonecraft argued for women’s 

essential significance for the nation as the primary caretakers and educators of children 

constituting the future generations and as potentially equal companions to their husbands 

instead of passive, objectified, silenced, financially dependent, “relative creatures”. After 

giving birth to her second daughter, Mary she died in puerperal, childbed fever: the 

experience of the parent abandoning the child, of failed parent-child relationship, and of 

‘birthing/mothering oneself’ through reading, writing, or artistic creativity which act as 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1952/1952-h/1952-h.htm
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compensatory substitutes for the lost maternal care permeate her daughter’s novel, 

Frankenstein. After Mary Wollstonecraft’s death her husband, Godwin published his 

Memoirs of the Author of a Vindication of the Rights of Women in which he portrayed his wife 

with love and compassion but also shed light on Wollstonecraft’s love affairs (with painter 

Fuseli among others), her illegitimate children, and suicide attempts – and hence was 

criticised for “stripping his dead wife naked”.    
The father, William Godwin was a novelist, libertarian philosopher, anarchist 

journalist and atheist dissenter whose most famous philosophical treatise, Enquiry Concerning 

Political Justice (1793) preached democratic ideals. He claimed that human being was 

innately good and reason would be sufficient to guide his conduct in the proper direction. He 

criticized corruptive legal regulations, considered unjust the institution of marriage, the 

accumulation of property, and punishments. He thought the man is born virtuous and 

viciousness enters the spirit only as a result of inhumane social regulations and the injustice of 

others. The idea that people become monstrous only if you treat them monstrously is an idea 

that surfaces in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. 

After the death of her mother, Mary received excellent home-schooling from her 

father, even if as girls they could not attend formal public education, she and her older half-

sister Fanny Imlay benefited from the household’s immense book collection. Mary was only 

16 when she met Percy Bishey Shelley, a young political radical, free thinker poet who 

visited Godwin’s home with his first wife Harriet. They instantly fell in love and eloped to 

France with Mary’s stepsister Claire Clairmont. Although Godwin was an advocate of the 

free love movement, he rejected their relationship (Percy was still married to Harriet with 

whom he eloped three years before). However, theirs was a lasting romantic union and a 

mutually inspirational creative partnership: they shared their devotion to literature, languages, 

arts, free thinking, and ethical vegetarianism. Two years after the elopement, and succeeding 

to Harriet’s and Fanny’s suicides, they married with Godwin’s consent and spent the rest of 

their lives together with travels (to France and Italy) and writing. They indulged in each 

other’s company although Mary could never understand how can Percy harmonise his 

devotion to ‘one true love’ and his embracing of free love ideals (she accepted his 

extramarital affairs but refused his attempts to share her with his friend Thomas Hogg) and 

she also had to suffer repeatedly the death of three of her four infant children. Percy’s 

prematurely died at 29 (his boat caught in a storm, he drowned in sea in Livorno); afterwards 

Mary tirelessly promoted the work of her late husband, brought up their only son, and wrote a 

few more novels – including The Last Man a pioneering science fiction novel on human 

apocalypse in the distant future, “The Mortal Immortal” a speculative short fiction on the 

damnation of eternal life, and Mathilda centered on the theme on incest – although these 

never approached the success of Frankenstein. She died of brain cancer in 1851, aged 53. 

 

EXERCISE No4: WATCH National Theatre’s brief documentary on Mary Shelley’s 

biography: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4p96vqI3zA Which events were highlighted 

as the most influential episodes of her life? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4p96vqI3zA
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 Source: 

Wikimedia Creative Commons, Public Domain... 

RICHARD ROTHWELL’S PORTRAIT OF MARY 

SHELLEY WAS SHOWN AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY 

IN 1840, ACCOMPANIED BY LINES FROM PERCY 

SHELLEY'S POEM THE REVOLT OF ISLAM CALLING 

HER A "CHILD OF LOVE AND LIGHT". 

                                      

   
MMMAAARRRYYY   SSSHHHEEELLLLLLEEEYYY:::   FFFRRRAAANNNKKKEEENNNSSSTTTEEEIIINNN,,,   OOORRR   TTTHHHEEE   MMMOOODDDEEERRRNNN   PPPRRROOOMMMEEETTTHHHEEEUUUSSS   (((111888111888)))      
TTTHHHEEE   OOORRRIIIGGGIIINNN   SSSTTTOOORRRYYY   
The origin story of Mary Shelley’s most famous work, Frankenstein is legendary. During the 

travels succeeding to her elopement from home with the love of her life Percy Shelley, in the 

summer of 1816 they travelled to Switzerland, to spend some time in Villa Diodati on the 

board of lake Geneva, in the company of the scandalous Romantic poet Lord Byron whose 

passionate fleeting affair with Claire Clairmont left her pregnant and obsessed with him. 

Due to cold and extremely rainy climatic conditions of the “Year without a Summer” they 

were forced to stay indoors and one stormy night decided to organise a ghost-story writing 

competition. Each of them wrote their spine-chilling tales of horror, Dr John Polidori, Byron’s 

assistant came up with The Vampyre, a dark tale about a blood-sucker that later exercised a 

strong impact on Bram Stoker’s novel Dracula. 19 years old Mary initially had no idea what 

to write, but later during the night she allegedly saw before her mind’s eyes as if in a “waking 

dream” a “pale student of unhallowed arts kneeling beside the thing he had put together.” 

That thing proved to be a sentient and sapient monster brought to life by young Victor 

Frankenstein’s scientific experiments, abandoned by his maker because of his hideous looks, 

then taking revenge on his ‘fallible father’ and the whole humanity expulsing him. The 

success of this Gothic horror science fiction novel would endure long after the other writings 

produced that summer night had faded. 

 

Night waned upon this talk, and even the witching hour had gone by, before we 

retired to rest. When I placed my head on my pillow, I did not sleep, nor could I 

be said to think. My imagination, unbidden, possessed and guided me, gifting the 

successive images that arose in my mind with a vividness far beyond the usual 

bounds of reverie. I saw — with shut eyes, but acute mental vision — I saw the 

pale student of unhallowed arts kneeling beside the thing he had put 

together. I saw the hideous phantasm of a man stretched out, and then, on the 

working of some powerful engine, show signs of life and stir with an uneasy, half-

vital motion. Frightful must it be, for supremely frightful would be the effect of 

any human endeavour to mock the stupendous mechanism of the Creator of the 

world. His success would terrify the artist; he would rush away from his odious 

handywork, horror-stricken. He would hope that, left to itself, the slight spark of 

life which he had communicated would fade; that this thing, which had received 

such imperfect animation, would subside into dead matter; and he might sleep in 
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the belief that the silence of the grave would quench for ever the transient 

existence of the hideous corpse which he had looked upon as the cradle of life. He 

sleeps; but he is awakened; he opens his eyes; behold the horrid thing stands at his 

bedside, opening his curtains, and looking on him with yellow, watery, but 

speculative eyes. 

I opened mine in terror. 

(Author's Introduction to Frankenstein, her recollection of her waking-dream of 

Victor Frankenstein and his monstrous creation) 

 

EXTRACURRICULAR RESEARCH: LOOK at the digitized manuscript of Frankenstein 

at the Shelley Godwin Archive at: http://shelleygodwinarchive.org/contents/frankenstein/  

THINK: Why are such archives significant for the preservation of culture? 

Can you think of any other similar archives? 

 

Two years after its conception Frankenstein was published anonymously and even 

when Mary Shelley’s name was indicated on the cover from the second edition on, many 

readers doubted her to be the genuine author of the text because of the horrific nature of the 

story. Even Mary Shelley asked herself in her introduction to the third edition in 1831: “How 

then I, a young girl, came to think of to dilate upon so very hideous an idea?” First, many 

assumed Percy Shelley to be the actual author given that he wrote the original preface to 

Frankenstein along with a positive review of the book, and the subtitle of the novel The 

Modern Prometheus resonated with his obsession with the mythological hero who stole fire 

from Gods to improve the life of mankind and about whom he published a lyrical drama 

entitled Prometheus Unbound in 1820. Some critics claimed that Frankenstein’s “hideous 

progeny” is a self-ironic proto-feminist metafictional commentary on the disastrous 

consequences/output of monstrous female imagination, a dark vision on what happens if 

women usurp the male privilege of authorship. Mary Shelley’s gothic horror novel was 

deemed monstrous by contemporaries for contradicting the social codes of docile, angelic, 

sentimental femininity.  

 

  
Illustration by Theodor von Holst on the frontispiece of the 1831 edition 

1931 Film Poster of Frankenstein starring Boris Karloff (Wikimedia commons, Public domain) 

 

http://shelleygodwinarchive.org/contents/frankenstein/
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IIINNNTTTEEERRRTTTEEEXXXTTTUUUAAALLL   TTTIIIEEESSS,,,      IIINNNSSSPPPIIIRRRAAATTTIIIOOONNNSSS   
Frankenstein intertextually fused a variety of different traditions. Initially, the writing 

competition for which Mary invented it was inspired by Fantasmagoriana (1812), a collection 

of ghost stories translated from the German into French, the friends read out for each other at 

Villa Diodati; but the novel also incorporated the Promethean myth in Ovid’s retelling, and 

paid a nod to seminal texts of British fantastic literature, including John Milton’s Paradise 

Lost, Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s poem “The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner” and William 

Beckford’s Vathek: An Arabian Tale. These works share the theme of hubris, a popular plot 

device of Greco-Roman tragedies, that denotes the excessive ambition of a human 

overreacher character who rebels against the rule of God, usurps divine privileges, to be duly 

punished by the retributive justice of nemesis. Prometheus steals fire from Gods and then is 

tortured eternally as he is tied to a rock and a vulture tears out each day his liver that grows 

back each night. Vathek denies his faith, aims to own supernatural powers, and is banished to 

wander aimlessly in hell. The Ancient Mariner shoots the albatross bird, a divine messenger, 

and must witness the death of the crew of his ship and as the sole survivor must go on telling 

his tale until the end of times. Milton’s epic concerns the fall of man, the temptation of Adam 

and Eve with fruit from the Tree of Knowledge by the fallen angel Satan and their expulsion 

from Eden. The hubris of ambitious young chemist Dr Frankenstein is the alchemist’s dream 

to create a human being under laboratory conditions by means of a scientific experiment and 

hence usurp the divine act of creation.  

 

PPPLLLOOOTTT   OOOVVVEEERRRVVVIIIEEEWWW   
Although Victor Frankenstein snatches from morgues and graveyards the most 

beautiful body parts he sews together, and animates with the help of electricity, the creature 

turns out to be a hideous progeny, a loathsome wretch that repulses his maker who abandons 

and dismisses the Creature when it awakens. The monster goes in search of his missing father. 

He hides near a country cottage, learns to speak by listening to the family who live there, and 

teaches himself to read with the help of a copy of Milton’s Paradise Lost. Bitterly 

disappointed when humans flee him because of his monstrous looks, he swears revenge on his 

creator for bringing him into a world that hates him, and tracking Victor’s whereabouts on the 

basis of his diary, he strangles Victor’s younger brother. A maid is falsely accused and 

executed for the murder, and Victor suffers because he knows the identity of the killer but can 

tell it neither to his family nor to the police. The Creature then meets Victor in the mountains, 

tells him his story, and begs him to create for him a mate, for all living things deserve 

happiness they can find in companionship. Although the Creature threatens him with 

destroying his family unless he fulfils his wish, Victor eventually tears apart the female 

monster he starts making for fear that the pair could procreate a monstrous species that could 

endanger all humankind. The Creature is enraged and swears that he will be with Victor on 

Victor’s wedding night. He keeps his promise and assassinates first Victor’s best friend then 

his bride. Victor vows to devote the rest of his life to finding the monster, he chases him 

northward toward polar regions, where meets Walton. We learn the remainder of the story 

from Walton’s letters to his sister: Victor dies during the expedition, the monster weeps over 

his corpse, laments over his solitude, pain, hatred, and remorse and disappears among the 

icebergs to die.  

 

SSSCCCIIIEEENNNTTTIIIFFFIIICCC   BBBAAACCCKKKGGGRRROOOUUUNNNDDD   
The creation of the monster is a complex metaphor. The novel can be regarded as a 

bitter science-fiction story that provides a commentary on the possible dangers of 

technological progress and industrial revolution. The fire Prometheus steals from Gods can 

brighten up and warm human lives but it can also annihilate them. (For the pacifist vegetarian 
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Shelleys the meat cooked over the fire allows the transition from herbivorous to carnivorous 

lifestyle and holds ominous implications.) Dr Frankenstein’s scientific methods mimic 19th 

century (pseudo)scientific endeavours including galvanism (the stimulation of muscle 

contractions by electrical currents for therapeutical purposes or even for attempts to reanimate 

dead bodies), animal magnetism or mesmerism (attempts to channel the body’s magnetic 

fluids through “the laying of hands”), hypnotism, and daring experiments with the sublime 

force of electricity. In an era when religion, and especially the institutional church power, was 

losing its unanimous influence, thinkers became increasingly preoccupied with the ‘essence 

that animates life’ and many associated ‘the spark of being’ with electricity. England’s 1751 

Murder Act allowed the bodies of executed murderers to be used in scientific experimentation 

without their consent prior to death, therefore these morally dubious endeavours could use 

human corpses instead of animal carcasses in their research. The mad scientist figure, a stock 

character of Gothic fiction, also reflected some of the period’s fundamental anxieties 

projected on the surface of the anatomized body.  

Besides commenting on contemporary phenomena, Frankenstein was also inspired by 

the tradition of pre-scientific occultism, famous alchemists like Cornelius Agrippa, Paracelsus 

or Albertus Magnus’ attempts to achieve natural wonders by scientific means: gain the secret 

of eternal life, turn mercury into gold (the philosopher’s stone), call to life a homunculus (a 

miniature, fully formed human created in an alembic), or animate inanimate matter (see 

tradition of Golem). 

 

EXERCISE No5: WATCH a video on galvanism at: 

https://study.com/academy/lesson/galvanism-in-frankenstein.html  

How have the late 18th century pseudo-scientific endeavours influenced Shelley’s fiction? 

Do EXTRACURRICULAR RESEARCH on “the real electric Frankensteins” of the 1800s 

and Andrew Ure’s infamous anatomical and reanimation demonstrations. You might want to 

consult Frankenstein’s Science edited by Goodall and Knellwolf, 2016 and Harkup’s Making 

the Monster. The Science behind Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, 2018. 

THINK of how you can account for the postmillennial revival of interest in 18th century 

sciences, pseudo-sciences, and science- fiction? 

  
Experiments with headless cadavers, 1804  

Horrified scientists watch Dr Ure make the corpse of a criminal twitch with electricity 

(Wikimedia Commons. Public domain) 

 

MMMOOORRRAAALLL   PPPHHHIIILLLOOOSSSOOOPPPHHHIIICCCAAALLL,,,   EEETTTHHHIIICCCAAALLL   QQQUUUEEESSSTTTIIIOOONNNSSS   
Frankenstein deals with a major ethical, philosophical question regarding the nature 

and the cultural construction of monstrosity. Dr Victor Frankenstein’s creature does not 

have a name, once he is reanimated to life he is immediately abandoned by his maker who is 

https://study.com/academy/lesson/galvanism-in-frankenstein.html
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repulsed by his hideous looks. (“I beheld the wretch — the miserable monster whom I had 

created.”) Throughout the novel, this technologically-conceived being is identified by the 

horrified humans he meets with dehumanizing labels such as a “creature”, “monster”, 

“demon”, wretch”, “abortion”, “fiend” and “it”, whereas when addressing his maker he refers 

to himself as “the Adam of your labours” and “elsewhere as someone who would have [been] 

your Adam”, but is instead “your fallen angel.” In readers’ responses to the text and popular 

cultural discourse the names of the maker and the creature are systematically confused: the 

nameless monster is very often denoted by the name of the doctor who calls him to life. This 

confusion perfectly encapsulates the moral dilemma of the book: perhaps the revengeful, 

raging beast would not have turned violent had he not been abandoned by his ’father’ nor 

rejected by humankind. Should not the careless parent be held responsible for the 

monstrosities committed by his neglected child? Should not the able-bodied majority who 

define the normative criteria of acceptable cultural embodiment (and hence the systematic 

frame of social exclusion) be blamed for the misery and rage of the rejected disabled people? 

This dilemma has interesting implications from various perspectives: 

 In the questioning of the monster’s monstrosity we can discover the Romantic belief 

in the inherent benevolence of human being and the role of culture in its 

corruption → hence the assumption that monsters are not born so but are created by 

social exclusion, 

 This ties in with the postmodernist social constructionist view of disability arguing 

that social circumstances unable to cater for the needs of differently abled bodies and 

prejudiced cultural evaluations turn impairments’ biological deficiencies into 

disability grounded in discriminatory practices. (see Mossman) 

 The making of the creature also resonates with the ambiguous affects of aesthetic 

experience: the artistic creation process necessarily results in pleasure and disillusion, 

since artistic re-presentation tries to inefficiently substitute for the lost presence, 

words/images cannot grant immediate access to the thing itself, all art is 

compensation, something beautiful is yearned for but the result rarely satisfies the 

creator, is this really what I meant to say?, words/image as insufficient means of 

communication, shift between reality – experience – re-presentation –

(mis)interpretation 

 The novel plays with idea of the Gothic double: both Victor and the creature are 

monstrous in their own ways, and even captain Walton whose letters to his sister 

provide an epistolary frame to the novel, impersonates a doppelganger of Frankenstein 

since he is driven on the Northern polar expedition by the same hunger for knowledge 

and fame as the doctor. 

 Milton’s epic about the fall of mankind Paradise Lost is one of Frankenstein’s major 

texts, but Mary Shelley’s challenges the conventional, Biblical distinctions and 

suggests that the positions of God, Satan, and Adam are relative or exchangeable. 

Victor as a creator usurps the role of God by making an artificial human being but his 

irresponsible power leads to chaos and he seems just as divine as demonic given that it 

is his experiment that unleashes the monster upon the world. The creature refers to 

himself both as Victor’s Adam and a Fallen Angel, and hence toys again with 

Miltonian tropes in a destabilized religious framework. The question of sin and 

punishment, of soaring and fall, of the perfectionability and corruptibility of human 

being constitute decisive moral-philosophical, theological dilemmas of the text. 

 Victor Frankenstein commits the hubris of playing God, but a moral-philosophical 

question might be: Is his fatal sin creating the Creature in the first place, or is his sin 

failing to take care of and raise the Creature, instead casting him out into the 
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wilderness? Whose monstrosity is at stake if the creature acts violently towards 

humans because this is the only way he knows how to respond to a world which has 

shown him nothing else? 

 

EXERCISE No6: WATCH the trailer for The Royal National Theatre’s 2011 stage 

adaptation of Frankenstein. How can you explain director Danny Boyle’s decision to have 

the two lead actors (Johnny Lee Miller and Benedict Cumberbatch) alternating in the roles 

of Victor and the Creature? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTsrffTUgao  

 

                         
Litograph of PT Cooke in 1823 stage adaptation of Frankenstein 

   

MMMOOOTTTIIIFFFSSS   ooofff   FFFAAAIIILLLEEEDDD      PPPAAARRREEENNNTTTIIINNNGGG,,,    
The novel also has haunting autobiographical implications. The theme of “failed 

parenting,” of “parent abandoning the child” – Victor deserting his creature – evokes the 

pains of half-orphaned child Mary whose mother died in childbirth and who spent her 

childhood missing maternal care, reading books by her mother’s grave, finding foster-

parenthood in literature, as legend has it. The theme also resonates with the trauma of the 

teenage mother Mary who lost her premature illegitimate offspring in Spring 1815 (three 

more of her babies died later due to miscarriage or infant malady). Moreover, her partner 

Percy Bishey Shelley – pennamed Victor! – abandoned young Mary during depressive 

periods of her pregnancy and left her with her stillborn child to elope with Claire for a fleeting 

love affair.  

From a feminist psychoanalytical perspective, traces of matrophobia (a fear and 

loathing of motherhood) permeate the novel. For Victor the greatest of all horrors would be 

the creation of a feminine monster whose birthing of a deformed species could realize the 

nightmare of an invasion fantasy (a foreign race destroys the humans species). The graphic 

description of Victor’s fever dream of his mother’s rotting corpse and the abject murder of his 

bride by the monster on Victor’s wedding night (uncannily reminiscent of Fuseli’s painting) 

offer further textual evidence for the matrophobia thesis. (To this pathological diagnosis we 

could add both necrophilia and necrophobia if we think of the resurrection and the 

abandonment of the monster.)  

Feminist literary critics read Frankenstein as a birth myth that simultaneously 

fictionalizes maternal traumas related to childbirth and female writers anxieties related to the 

male privilege of authorship. The novel combines the dreadful Gothic quest of the missing 

mother with the Romantic quest for origins (see Mulvey-Roberts): it is a dark fantasy about 

“bibliogenesis” daringly asking “Where do books/babies/monsters come from?” (see 

Hoeveler) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTsrffTUgao
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FFFUUURRRTTTHHHEEERRR   SSSYYYMMMBBBOOOLLLIIICCCAAALLL   MMMEEEAAANNNIIINNNGGGSSS   
The monster as an outcome of a dangerous dark desire for forbidden knowledge has a 

wide range of possible interpretations.  

As we have pointed out above, the waking dream of monster-manufacture in Mary Shelley’s 

preface can be related to the troubling experience of awakening sexuality and can have 

autobiographical implications with regards the author’s traumatic life-experience of 

motherhood (her mother’s death in childbed and her own failed teenage pregnancies) (see 

Gilbert and Gubar).  

The creature incarnates disability rejected as monstrous by the ‘normal’ society that defines 

the criteria of culturally meaningful, acceptable, able embodiment.  

The creature’s technologically-, scientifically enhanced artificial body also points in the 

direction of postmodern notion of malleable, reimaginable ‘designer’ bodies  (eg. prosthetic 

implants, plastic surgery, body modification practices, see Mossman)   

From a poscolonial perspective, the monster can represent the racial other in line with the 

Western stereotype of the exotic/erotic/evil Oriental or even a mixed race person torn between 

different culture. (see Spivak) His large stature and dark appearance is stereotypical of the 

description of black people in the travel and adventure literature circulating at the time and 

Frankenstein’s chasing his monster all over the Arctic resembles a slave driver trying to hunt 

down a runaway slave (Malchow).  

The monster can also symbolize the fear of the working classes, the alienated proletariat 

masses (which is interesting to compare to Dracula’s displaced aristocrat figure).  

The monster can also embody revengeful Mother Nature who rebels against the 

Enlightenment rationality impersonated by Victor’s figure.  

Yet other interpretations read Victor’s relation to scientist colleague friend and his creature in 

the terms of a male homosocial bonding gone wrong, turned into murderous rejection. (see 

Mellor) The tension of forbidden same-sex desire permeates the claustrophobic space of the 

laboratory, whereas Victor’s solitary endeavours to create a hideous progeny with his bare 

hands are connected to the non-normative, ‘self-polluting’ sexual practice of masturbation 

(see Crockett).  

 

IIINNNCCCOOOMMMPPPAAATTTIIIBBBLLLEEE   NNNAAARRRRRRAAATTTIIIVVVEEE   VVVOOOIIICCCEEESSS   
The complexity of the text is most obviously demonstrated by its combination of a variety of 

presumably incompatible narrative voices. It borders on 

the absurd (the creature learns to write by eavesdropping on family) 

the genuine pathos (the monster’s loneliness, existential drama) 

the sublime (the grandeur of Trans-Siberian track,  vastness of Northern Polar region) 

the abject (dream of dead mother’s rotting cropse, fear/fascination by my hideous 

progeny, matrophobia) 

the uncanny invading everyday life (secrets of biological vs mechanical reproduction) 

(oscillates between suspense of terror gothic & gross violence of horror gothic)              

(the crisis of nuclear family)              

(the fear of the other: racial difference, working classes, non-heteronormative 

reproductive sexuality, industrial progress)             

(a cataclysm violating the order of Mother Nature) 

the trauma narrative (autobiographical implications, Victor’s nervous breakdowns) 

the scientific (a proto-science fiction novel) 

the sensational (sacrilege, murder, revenge) 
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EXERCISE No7: WATCH a 2003 BBC documentary on Frankenstein at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3sQMFGxZTM  

How do the ideas presented in the documentary relate to the WordCloud below?  

 

WordCloud for Frankenstein prepared with Meandre Dunning LogLikelihood algorithm 

 

 
 

MMMEEEMMMOOORRRAAABBBLLLEEE   QQQUUUOOOTTTEEESSS   
One of the novel’s major feats is the contrasting of the perspective of the scientist who is 

repulsed by his creature he deems monstrous and inhuman because of his unusual bodily form 

and the perspective of the monster entrapped by his hideous anatomy who experiences very 

human thoughts, emotions, and desires, and articulates an existential crisis, a yearning for 

empathy, and a pain of abandonment all human readers can easily relate to.  

 

DR FRANKENSTEIN’S DISILLUSION, NIGHTMARE, RE-ENCOUNTER WITH 

THE MONSTER AND HIS INHUMANE ABANDONMENT OF HIS PROGENY 

“The different accidents of life are not so changeable as the feelings of human nature. I had 

worked hard for nearly two years, for the sole purpose of infusing life into an inanimate body. 

For this I had deprived myself of rest and health. I had desired it with an ardour that far 

exceeded moderation; but now that I had finished, the beauty of the dream vanished, 

and breathless horror and disgust filled my heart. Unable to endure the aspect of the being 

I had created, I rushed out of the room and continued a long time traversing my bed-chamber, 

unable to compose my mind to sleep. At length lassitude succeeded to the tumult I had before 

endured; and I threw myself on the bed in my clothes, endeavouring to seek a few moments of 

forgetfulness. But it was in vain: I slept, indeed, but I was disturbed by the wildest dreams. I 

thought I saw Elizabeth, in the bloom of health, walking in the streets of Ingolstadt. Delighted 

and surprised, I embraced her; but as I imprinted the first kiss on her lips, they became livid 

with the hue of death; her features appeared to change, and I thought that I held the corpse of 

my dead mother in my arms; a shroud enveloped her form, and I saw the grave-worms 

crawling in the folds of the flannel. I started from my sleep with horror; a cold dew covered 

my forehead, my teeth chattered, and every limb became convulsed: when, by the dim and 

yellow light of the moon, as it forced its way through the window shutters, I beheld the wretch 

-- the miserable monster whom I had created. He held up the curtain of the bed and his eyes, if 

eyes they may be called, were fixed on me. His jaws opened, and he muttered some 

inarticulate sounds, while a grin wrinkled his cheeks. He might have spoken, but I did not 

hear; one hand was stretched out, seemingly to detain me, but I escaped, and rushed down 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3sQMFGxZTM
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stairs. I took refuge in the courtyard belonging to the house which I inhabited; where I 

remained during the rest of the night, walking up and down in the greatest agitation, listening 

attentively, catching and fearing each sound as if it were to announce the approach of the 

demoniacal corpse to which I had so miserably given life.” 

 

THE MONSTER’S SOLILOQUY, A DEHUMANIZED CREATURE’S HUMAN 

CONFESSION 

“I seek not a fellow feeling in my misery. No sympathy may I ever find. When I first 

sought it, it was the love of virtue, the feelings of happiness and affection with which my 

whole being overflowed, that I wished to be participated. But now that virtue has 

become to me a shadow, and that happiness and affection are turned into bitter and 

loathing despair, in what should I seek for sympathy? I am content to suffer alone while 

my sufferings shall endure; when I die, I am well satisfied that abhorrence and opprobrium 

should load my memory. Once my fancy was soothed with dreams of virtue, of fame, and of 

enjoyment. Once I falsely hoped to meet with beings who, pardoning my outward form, 

would love me for the excellent qualities which I was capable of unfolding. I was nourished 

with high thoughts of honour and devotion. But now crime has degraded me beneath the 

meanest animal. No guilt, no mischief, no malignity, no misery, can be found 

comparable to mine. When I run over the frightful catalogue of my sins, I cannot believe 

that I am the same creature whose thoughts were once filled with sublime and 

transcendent visions of the beauty and the majesty of goodness. But it is even so; the 

fallen angel becomes a malignant devil. Yet even that enemy of God and man had 

friends and associates in his desolation; I am alone.” 

 

“Of my creation and creator I was absolutely ignorant, but I knew that I possessed no money, 

no friends, no kind of property. I was, besides, endued with a figure hideously deformed and 

loathsome; I was not even of the same nature as man. I was more agile than they and could 

subsist upon coarser diet; I bore the extremes of heat and cold with less injury to my frame; 

my stature far exceeded theirs. When I looked around I saw and heard of none like me. Was I, 

then, a monster, a blot upon the earth, from which all men fled and whom all men disowned? 

I cannot describe to you the agony that these reflections inflicted upon me; I tried to dispel 

them, but sorrow only increased with knowledge. 

My person was hideous and my stature gigantic. What did this mean? Who was I? What 

was I? Whence did I come? What was my destination? These questions continually 

recurred, but I was unable to solve them.” 

 

“I had admired the perfect forms of my cottagers — their grace, beauty, and delicate 

complexions: but how was I terrified, when I viewed myself in a transparent pool! At first I 

started back, unable to believe that it was indeed I who was reflected in the mirror; and when I 

became fully convinced that I was in reality the monster that I am, I was filled with the 

bitterest sensations of despondence and mortification.” 

 

EXERCISE No8: Collect the expressions by which the Doctor and the Monster describe 

themselves, their thoughts and feelings. How do they relate to one another?  
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Lynd Ward's woodcuts illustrated a 1934 edition of Frankenstein, published in New York by 

Harrison Smith and Robert Haas. (Creative Commons, Public Domain) 

 

TTTEEESSSTTT   YYYOOOUUURRR   KKKNNNOOOWWWLLLEEEDDDGGGEEE   

1.) Think about how the following notions become decisive generic features of Gothic fiction:  

-uncanny atmosphere,  

-moral philosophical dilemmas related to the overreacher character’s Faustian deal,  

-traumatic bodily experiences and psychic turmoil, (eg. embodied by the double), 

-scientific anxieties (concerning the (un)knowability of reality) staged by the mad scientist 

figure? 

2.) Enumerate arguments for why you can interpret the Creature as both monster and victim. 

3.) What are the differences between terror and horror gothic? 

4.) Multiple choice test (occasionally more than one correct answer) 

i. Gothic fiction rarely ever features the following stock character type:           

A. male villain figures B. cursed families C. heroic female figures D. damsels in 

distress E. supernatural characters 

ii. Gothic fiction is a subgenre of Romantic literature. A True, B. False 

iii. A contemporary Gothic text would be: A. Stephenie Meyers’ Twilight, B. JK Rowling’s 

Harry Potter, C. Suzanne Collins’ Hunger Games, D. Tim Burton’s Corpse Bride, E. 

Star Wars franchise 

iv. Gothic tales typically blend otherworldly and worldly concepts such as: A. The 

Supernatural and the Psychological, B. The Old and the New, C. Nature and 

Machinery, D. Reason and Religion, E. Fleshly Desire and Platonic love  

v. Gothic artists were inspired by the architecture of which period: A. Prehistoric cave 

dwellings, B. Medieval castles and cathedrals, C. Renaissance gardens D. Victorian 

villas 

vi. Which texts inspired Frankenstein?: A. The myth of Medusa, B. Milton’s Paradise Lost, C. 

The myth of Prometheus, D. Shakespeare’s Hamlet, E. Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner, 

F. Beckford’s Vathek, G. The Biblical story of the Cain and Abel, H. Homer’s Ilyad 

5.) Match the names with the numbers 

A. Jane Austen, B. Mary Shelley, C. Horace Walpole, D. Melmoth, E. Henry Fuseli, F. Anne 

Radcliff 

1.Strawberry Hill, 2. female Gothic, 3. the Wandering Jew, 4. Gothic parody, 5. Villa Diodati, 

6. Nightmare 
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KEY TO EXERCISES 

 

ANSWERS to EXERCISE No1:  terrifying, archaic, supernatural, suspenseful, haunted, 

persecuted, unspeakable, ghostly, villainous, mysterious, maddening, frenzy, repellent, evil, 

lurking, fascinating, unshapely and graceful, grotesque and sublime, evil and good, dark and 

light, exciting 

ANSWERS to EXERCISE No2: Punter provides various reasons for the romantic 

fascination with antiquated spaces. While castles represent residues of a dark, feudal 

aristocratic past, monasteries and convents are loci of catholic religion, in opposition to 

predominant Protestantism. It seems impossible to find one’s way out of unmappable sites, 

underground labyrinthine spaces, trapdoors and forgotten, cobwebbed corners, which, stage 

claustrophobic scenarios of imprisonment, and represent trouble psychic realms, unconscious 

dreads (like the fear of being buried alive) 

ANSWERS to EXERCISE No3: The low notes and the fast pace express the desperate flight 

from the Erlking (representing Death) and a feeling of supernatural dread. The psychological 

tension filling the ballad results from the young boy’s sense of the imminent danger of Death 

and the father’s reluctance to believe him, and the paternal misinterpretation of the Erlking’s 

voice as the sounds of a thunderstorm. The song comprises four personalities: the boy’s 

heightening hysteria is signaled by his rising vocal pitch, the father’s voice remains steady 

and lower in pitch, while the Erl-King’s voice is first sweetly beguiling, then takes on a mad, 

menacing edge. The series of staccato chords suggest the pounding pace of the horse and lend 

urgency to the narrative. 

ANSWERS to EXERCISE No4: Extraordinary family background: atheist father, feminist 

mother. Historical background: aftermath of war. Economical background: industrial 

revolution’s unrest. Era’s scientific discoveries. Personal encounter with Shelley and Byron. 

Visit to Switzerland, the New Republic.  

ANSWERS to EXERCISE No5: Frankenstein was inspired by the era’s popular yet 

controversial scientific assumption propagated by Dr Galvani’s work who suggested that 

electricity could reanimate dead tissue and possibly restore life. 

ANSWERS to EXERCISE No6: The alternating casting performs an ethically invested play 

with the relativisation of monstrosity. The creature the scientist calls to life is not evil per se it 

is just the paternal abandonment and the social exclusion that makes it cruel. This ties in with 

the Romantic understanding of moral corruption as an outcome of social injustice, hypocrisy, 

alienation and disinterest resulting from technological progress. It is telling that in today’s 

popular cultural, the name Frankenstein is used more frequently to refer to the nameless 

creature than to the doctor who actually bears this name. 
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ANSWERS to EXERCISE No7: Frankenstein is a dark tale born out a nightmare. Mary’s 

beloved father, Godwin implanted in her daughter the scientific interest in galvanism’s 

experiments with electricity and anti-establishment anarchist philosophy – hence the cursed 

paternal heritage a major motif of the text. The creature and the doctor are alike in their 

misery. Etc. 

ANSWERS to EXERCISE No8: Doctor: hard work, deprivation of health and rest, ardent 

desire for scientific success, breathless horror and disgust ↔ Monster: hope for happiness and 

affection turned into bitter and loathing despair, lonely suffering, false hopes, feels guilty and 

miserable → The two are alike in their feeling isolated from the rest of humanity, in feeling 

misunderstood, lonesome, disillusioned, and broken-hearted. 

ANSWERS to FINAL EXERCISE 

4. ) Multiple Choice test: i.C, ii. A, iii. A & D, iv. A, D, v. B, vi. B, C, F 

5.) A4, B5, C1, D3, E6, F2 
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